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Masaakar Konsumen | CREATIVE DESIGN US Flamingos: Call to Arms They don't want a bill like the did in the 60s. The
branch bill is only one of the options available to Republicans in the House of Representatives, who also have three other

proposals on the table. A budget deal could also be struck by the end of the year. . .. The House of Representatives on Tuesday
was preparing for a vote on what is being called a "border adjustment tax" and a "border-adjustable-tax" proposal. A bit of

background, according to Politico: . The proposed Republican plan would allow for a tax on imports, similar to Trump's "tax
cuts and reform" blueprint, and revenue to be used for lowering taxes on businesses and individuals. . The vote is a response to
the House Democrats' introduction of a border-adjustment bill of their own, which isn't expected to pass, Politico reported. ..
One proposal would be to tax imports of goods to the U.S. at a 15 percent rate, the same rate Republicans have called for. So
what, you might ask, would that mean? The Republicans have said there would be a $1.5 trillion deficit reduction in the first
year of the new tax plan. So that's what you should expect the GOP proposal to achieve. The tariffs on imports will come at a
time when businesses are on edge waiting for the new bill to take effect. .. A second proposal by Republicans would lev .. The
GOP would use the newly authorized revenue to reduce the top income tax rate from 39.6 to 33 percent, the top corporate rate

from 35 percent to 20 percent, the estate tax rate from 40 to 35 percent, and eliminate a tax on retirement income. The
Republicans say the proposal would expand the U.S. domestic tax base and strengthen the middle class. Opponents say it would
be harmful for the economy. . .. In May, Trump signed a plan to cut taxes on businesses. It became law after Congress had to act

to avoid a government shutdown, according to CNN. The legislation has the White House and the Republicans saying the bill
will keep businesses from leaving the U.S. . According to the Tax Foundation, 10,000 companies are looking to move from the

U.
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